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How much did it really cost you to track
down your last hard-to-find hire? Did you
factor in the productivity lost by your hiring
manager, or the revenue lost while your new
hire’s position sat vacant? What about the
time consuming process of having HR pour
over resumes and setting up interviews?

When you add everything up, the cost of
hiring a new employee can put a serious
dent in your budget – and that’s assuming
you find the right candidate in the first
round of applicants. If you’re finding more
frustration than success during your hiring
process, it might make sense to bring in an
experienced partner to lend a hand: a
professional staffing agency.

B E N E F I T S  O F  W O R K I N G

W I T H  A  S T A F F I N G  A G E N C Y

Companies who have recently received large
contracts, urgent work or have seasonal
needs have a choice to make: take on the
task of trying to find people to fill the extra
positions, or hire a staffing agency to do it
for you. Here are 8 reasons why it’s worth
the investment to let a staffing agency do
the heavy lifting.
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1. The ability to access highly
specialized skills.
A new project may require skills that your
team doesn’t currently have. Staffing
agencies have access to candidates with a
wide range of skills; they can bring in talent
to work specifically for that purpose without
committing the company to finding them
another job after their task is complete.

2. The ability to provide 
resources that are not constant 
or long term.
If company resources do not cover the needs
of a new project, then a staffing agency may
be the perfect choice to bring in
reinforcements for a short period of time.
There’s no need to make a long-term
commitment for a short-term problem.

3. It saves HR time and money.
Every person who was worked in HR or in a
business environment is aware of the
sometimes-overwhelming amount of
paperwork generated during the hiring
process. Sorting through resumes,
conducting interviews and negotiating a
final job offer is extensive. With a staffing
agency, you have someone else you can rely
on to handle the process and initial
paperwork.
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4. Employee costs appear in
different places on accounting
statements.
Contract labor through staffing agencies can
be directly attributed to a project and then
capitalized. It is often difficult to capture
the complete cost of employee labor. A full-
time employee may be credited with working
eight hours, but how much of that was used
for other administrative duties? A contracted
employee is credited based on how many
hours of work they actually put in to their
project.

5. It gives you access to a larger
talent pool.
Staffing agencies are constantly recruiting,
so they always have a pool of excellent
candidates available. In order for your HR
department to keep up they would need to
have positions already posted, without
necessarily knowing the company’s actual
needs, in order to gather the quantity of
candidates that staffing agencies have.
Working with a staffing agency also allows
you to see a different pool of candidates
who may be interested in doing short-term
projects, instead of only those who are
looking for a long-term career at a company.

Staffing agencies always have a pool
of excellent candidates available.
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6. The ability to try an employee
out before hiring them.
It’s often difficult to determine whether an
employee will fit into your company culture
during the interview process. This can create
a giant headache later on if the employee
doesn’t mix well, or their skills are lacking.
Now you have two problems: a sub-par
employee, and a position that still needs to
be filled. If you’re using a staffing agency,
removing that employee and replacing them
with the next one in line is a simple process.
Hiring a candidate on a temporary basis
allows both the employee and the employer
to decide whether or not the placement was
successful without having to worry about a
long-term relationship.

7. It avoids any potential
reputation problems your
company may have.
Unfortunately, sometimes a company doesn’t
have the best reputation, and that could
impede hiring. Have there been a large
number of layoffs recently, or problems that
have been made public that might prevent
your company from being an appealing place
to work? Contract workers hired through a
staffing agency are less likely to be
impacted by office politics and rumors of
future cutbacks.
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8. It can provide experienced
team members for on-the-job
training.
While the idea of hiring a very experienced
person may be appealing, it’s not always
feasible due to budgetary restrictions.
Bringing in a contract worker through a
staffing agency can provide your company
with a team member who can share their
extensive knowledge and experience with
your current staff.

F I N D  T H E  B E S T  S T A F F I N G

A G E N C Y  F O R  Y O U R  B U S I N E S S

There are myriad benefits of using a staffing
agency, but the overall value of building a
solid working relationship with a reputable
recruiting firm is that you have access to
staffing experts who not only help you find
the right mix of talent to achieve your
business goals, but will also save you time
and money.

No matter what industry you’re in, achieving
success is only possible if you have the right
people on your team. Working with a staffing
agency can give you access to, and help you
find, talented workers when you need them.
But how do you choose which agency to
align yourself with? Here are some insights
from the American Staffing Association on
finding the right fit for your business.
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D E T E R M I N E  T H E  T Y P E  O F

C A N D I D A T E S  A N D  S T A F F I N G

C O M P A N Y  Y O U  N E E D

First, determine whether you need
candidates for a short or long-term
assignment, permanent job placement or
combination of the two. Narrow your list of
staffing agencies to those which specialize
in your industry, kind of operation or the
type of talent you need. If you’re looking for
a contract-to-hire placement, find out if you
can submit your own interview questions to
the staffing agency and participate in the
selection process.

Shop Around
Staffing firms can be small operations or
large, multinational firms. Visit their
websites to narrow your search, then call the
ones on your shortlist and follow these next
five steps:

Check out multiple companies by
thoroughly reading their websites, and ask
for references from their existing clients.
Ask about the staffing agency’s fees.
Ask about turnover rates among the
staffing agency’s executives, office staff
and staffing employees.

Ask for references from their existing
clients.
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Make sure the prospective recruiting firm
will visit your location to get a feel for
your corporate culture, meet supervisors
face to face and learn details about the
jobs that need filling.
If you’re staffing a major project or
function, the prospective firm should do a
thorough review and prepare a detailed
presentation.

Evaluate Your First Impressions
Your telephone and email contact with
prospective staffing agencies will give you
your first clues about the business style of
the companies you are considering working
with. Remember that staffing firms are
employers, and that their management
practices affect the quality of the employees
they are able to attract, recruit and
ultimately place in your business.

Understand How the Firm Recruits
and Retains its Workforce
Get details and dig into the staffing agency’s
advertising. Are their techniques passive or
active? What kind of database does it retain?
For temporary and contract positions,
consider whether the firm’s compensation
and benefits are competitive to attract the
type of candidates you need. A more
complete benefits package often attracts a
better-quality worker.
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Ask About the Staffing Agency’s
Screening and Testing
Many staffing agencies give their employees
initial skill tests. Some provide specific skills
like computer training and educating
employees on business etiquette. In addition
to skills testing, find out if the staffing
agency conducts background checks and
drug tests.

Make Sure the Staffing Agency
Fully Understands Your Needs
The agency should have an extensive
database of available talent to help you get
the right person for the job in a timely
manner. If you need several assignments
filled, ask the company to help you
determine the number of candidates you
should bring on board.
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A S S I S T A N C E  F R O M

I N D E P E N D E N T

C O N T R A C T O R S :  

W H A T  E V E R Y  M A N A G E R

N E E D S  T O  K N O W

Putting together the right team, especially
for a growing small business, can be a
daunting task involving trust, time and
intuition. If you’ve been weighing the pro’s
and con’s of using contract workers vs. full-
time employees to take on some of your
projects, the decision might be lucrative in
the near future, but you’ll have to figure out
if it will actually save you any money in the
long run.

Independent contractors – often called 1099
employees – are treated differently in terms
of tax laws versus traditional W2 employees.
They will be counted differently on your
company’s bottom line, and there are
restrictions around the number of hours they
can work, as well as how you can direct and
oversee their work.

To help clear things up and guide you
towards making the best hiring decision for
your needs, we’re sharing some of the major
differences.
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Businesses of all sizes have made the
mistake of misclassifying employees, and
paid the price in hefty fines, legal fees and
retroactive payroll taxes as a result. While
the IRS has no absolute definition of either
an independent contractor or the W2
employee, they do have a 20-point checklist
to determine employee status.

C O N T R A C T  V S .

F U L L - T I M E  W O R K E R S

The classification between contract vs. full-
time employees is vital. In general, you can
think of a contractor as providing services
for you – but working independently and
paying taxes on the money you pay them. An
employee, on the other hand, is on your
team: you’re their supervisor and responsible
for their behavior, as well as reporting on
their taxes.

Businesses of all sizes have made the
mistake of misclassifying employees,
and paid the price in hefty fines, legal
fees and retroactive payroll taxes as a
result.
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Definition of an 
Independent Contractor (1099)
Think of an independent contractor as a
separate business entity or vendor. The
contractor provides a service for which you
pay. You enter into a contract with the 1099
employee after agreeing on the parameters
for the project and the fee for services
rendered. You can expect that they:

Pay all taxes on payment received from
you, including federal, state and local, as
well as federal withholdings such as
social security and Medicare
contributions.
Provide all supplies and equipment
needed for the service provided.
Work based on a short-term contract or
project-by-project basis.
Will invoice you and expect to be paid
according to the terms of the contract.
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Definition of an Employee (W2)
If the work that an individual does for your
business, whether full-time or part-time,
requires that you dictate when, where and
how they perform their duties, chances are the
IRS would classify them as a W2 employee.

These kinds of working relationships are
generally longer term, with the employer
continuously supervising the team member,
directing and overseeing how their work is
performed.

When a worker is classified as a W2
employee, the employer is required to report
and pay payroll taxes for them. This is one
reason that the IRS pays such close attention
to employee misclassification.

Not sure whether your team members should
be classified as employees or contractors?
Here’s what the IRS will consider when
making the distinction. If you answer yes to
one or more of these questions, it’s likely
the IRS would classify your worker as a W2
employee.

Behavioral control: Do you dictate the
worker’s method and schedule for
performing tasks?
Financial control: Do you dictate hourly
and/or salary pay rates? Do you handle
payroll taxes including Social Security and
Medicare? Do you control benefits
available, such as vacation and sick days?
Relationship: Does this person’s job involve
developing ongoing relationships with co-
workers as well as customers/clients?
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T H E  C O S T S  O F

C O N T R A C T  W O R K E R S

Now that we’ve reviewed the differences
between 1099 contract workers and W2
employees, let’s take a closer look at the
costs between hiring one over the other. Will
a 1099 independent contractor actually cost
your company less in the long run?

The answer comes down to what exactly
your business needs.

In reality, the hourly or flat-fee rate that you
pay for an independent contractor will most
likely be higher than you’d pay an employee
to perform the same services. This takes into
consideration the additional costs (including
recruiting, interviewing, taxes, benefits, etc.)
incurred by hiring a W2 employee.
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Independent contractors are paid a flat fee for
services rendered. This fee is agreed upon by
the business and contractor after they’ve both
also come to terms on the specifics for the
project, but before work begins. Sometimes a
contract worker will request a deposit or
portion of a retainer, but most commonly
there will be an invoice at the end of the
project.

Employers should expect to pay more for a
contractor, but need keep in mind that these
workers are fully responsible for their own
expenses, including all taxes. That means no
obligation for federal, state or local taxes,
social security or Medicare benefits, worker’s
compensation insurance, or unemployment
taxes. All tax filing is the responsibility of the
contractor – the employer only supplies a
1099 form each January detailing payments
made.

How Payment Works for
Independent Contractors 
vs. Full-Time Employees
Although significantly different from the
weekly, bi-weekly or monthly paycheck model,
the payment process for independent
contractors is simple for businesses.

The payment process for independent
contractors is simple for businesses.
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The Hidden Expenses When 
Hiring Independent Contractors
Beyond when and how money changes hands,
tax withholdings, and other surface-level
costs, working with independent contractors
will involve additional management and
opportunity costs that might be less obvious.

1. The contractor’s timing may not
match yours.
By law, contractors have the right to dictate
their own working hours. Many independent
contractors work part-time or non-traditional
hours, and often work for more than one
business at a time. For this reason, your time
frame and schedule may not necessarily be
achievable by certain contractors, and
adjusting your project timetable (which can
cost time and money), or hiring a different
contractor to complete the full scope of work,
may be necessary.

2. Contractors are legally limited to
1,040 hours of work annually.
According to the IRS and common law, an
independent contractor can only work a
maximum of 1,040 hours (approximately four
months of full-time work) annually for a single
employer.

To meet these requirements, you might find
yourself spreading a single job between
multiple workers, or letting go of one
contractor to hire another if the hourly limit is
reached before the project is completed.
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3. Contract workers will have less
loyalty to your company.
It isn’t unusual for an independent contractor
to be working on projects for several clients at
any given time. If another client offers a
better fee for services to be rendered, there is
no guarantee that your favorite contractor
won’t leave your company and go to your
competitor for higher pay.

The Cost of W2 Employees
As a business owner, you have reasonable
control over most of the expenses and work
schedule associated with your W2 employees,
including pay scale, benefits offered, work
days and hours, supply requisition and
purchasing, and the training budget.

How Payment Works for
W2 Employees
W2 employees are paid in the traditional way.
Hourly employees typically work a preset
schedule, then use a timesheet to log hours.
Salaried employees might be paid a set
amount per pay period, regardless of the exact
number of hours they work. Either way,
employees receive a paycheck on a consistent
schedule.

With each paycheck, W2 employees have a
predetermined proportion of income tax
automatically withheld, as well as any other
benefits for which they’ve authorized
payment. For the most part, these employees
won’t have to think about taxes again until
filing their annual return.
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The Hidden Expenses of
W2 Employees
As with independent contractors, there are
hidden costs that businesses incur with W2
employees.

1. Providing supplies and equipment 
to operate.
One of the biggest differences between
independent contractors and W2 employees is
who pays for supplies and equipment
necessary to do the job. For the W2 employee,
the business either provides or reimburses the
employee for all supplies needed to complete
the job.

The business must also provide necessary
office space and equipment to ensure that the
employee can be effective in his or her job
performance, including furniture, technology
and other equipment needs.

2. Training and professional
development.
In order to stay current in the marketplace,
businesses must grow and adapt to a changing
landscape on a regular basis. Providing
training or education stipends for new and
existing employees is essential in giving them
the best opportunity to be successful at their
jobs over the long-term.
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3. Maintaining a positive company
culture.
In the long run, most quality workers are
motivated by more than a regular paycheck.
This means keeping long-term employees
enthusiastic about the business is critical to
ensuring that not only do they keep
contributing, but that they stay for the long-
term.

Choosing Between Contract 
vs. W2 Workers
So, which do you choose – an independent
contractor or an W2 employee? The answer
could be either – or both – depending on your
business’ needs at the given time.

For projects or tasks that have a short
timeline and don’t require much supervision,
independent contractors work well and are
generally more cost effective. They also tend
to be more current on the latest technologies
and trends, and offer diverse work
experiences. Here are a few examples where
an independent contractor would likely be the
more cost-effective choice:

Expert competencies: Website design and
development, online marketing,
copywriting, data mining, software
programming, etc.
Seasonal projects: Help with order
fulfillment or customer service during
particularly busy times of the year.
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Administrative or bookkeeping services: If
you have tasks that only take a few hours a
week, these specialized skills can be done
remotely.
Building and equipment maintenance:
Heavy-duty maintenance that must be done
on equipment or facilities on an infrequent,
as-needed basis.

Choose W2 employees with an eye on the
future of your business. One of their
advantages is that they tend to create a sense
of community within the workplace, and long-
term employees often feel they have a
personal stake in the success of the company.
As a business owner you’ll find that W2
employees are:

Helpful for success in local markets where
they can utilize contacts for business
growth.
Better for projects that require close
supervision. Since W2 employees have
regular, pre-set hours, it’s far easier to use
them for projects and operations that
require timely reporting and close
supervision.
Essential for developing relationships. In
the office daily, W2 workers will have a
better feel for what’s happening within the
business than an independent contractor
who works remotely. This gives them an
edge when nurturing relationships with
customers and clients, which can be
invaluable in the long term.
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In the end, the best answer to the contract vs
W2 worker debate could be either one – or a
combination of the two. Ultimately, the most
cost-effective choice for your business will be
the one that allows you to thrive in the
current market while keeping an eye on the
years ahead.

T H E  F I N A L  D E C I S I O N

The critical piece in your relationship with a
staffing agency is the quality of candidates
you receive. A reputable and capable staffing
company can be an important HR and
management tool for your business, and a
little investigation and observation
beforehand can save you and your business a
significant amount of time and money in the
hiring process.

Trilyon offers the best of both worlds: the
resources for managing the largest enterprise
staffing programs and a personalized approach
that leads to a deeper understanding of both
employers and job seekers. We are driven to
find the right candidate for the right job,
enabling them to play a vital role in your quest
for success. Learn more at TrilyonServices.com.


